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The Integrated Project Insurance
Model in Practice
Martin Davis – IPI Mentor

IPI: one of two new models of procurement (“NMCP”)
endorsed for trial in Government Construction Strategy 2011
Guidance published in 2014:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att
achment_data/file/326716/20140702_IPI_Guidance_3_July_2
014.pdf

The Integrated
Project
Insurance model
in practice

NMCP again endorsed in Government Construction Strategy
2016-2020
Present Government less “hands on”, expecting the industry
to deliver savings
Construction Industry Strategy 2025 targets savings in cost of
30% and of time of 50%

THE REALITY
2009: Never waste good crisis: “Since 1998 we
could have had a revolution and what we have
achieved is a bit of improvement” Sir John Egan

The Integrated
Project
Insurance model
in practice

2016: Farmer review “warns of potential
marginalisation and deterioration that might not be
recoverable”
2017: Constructing Excellence sees as essential
“positively disrupting the industry’s delivery model
to deliver a transformation in superior value for all”
Government is now worried about productivity!
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• Aligning the project team with functional needs
•
•
•
•
•

Direction
Expectation
Cost
Programme
Outcome

Key features of IPI

• Assuring solutions are achievable and affordable
• Insuring outcomes including cost overrun

Allowing an absolute no blame culture

• Selection based on ability to achieve; not price
• Appointment and involvement of all key
parties from outset

Key features of
IPI - Alignment

• Collaborative open book working throughout
• Working top down from a benchmarked
investment target to meet the needs

• Savings achieved by stripping out processes,

products and procedural waste & inefficiency

• Incentivised through gain/painshare
mechanism

•

3 independent specialists included in the product

•

Facilitation to ensure an inclusive collaborative culture is
developed and maintained

•

Technical and Financial Risk Assurers to ‘interactively
audit’ and confirm solutions are;
 technically sound
 affordable
 have appropriate allowances for risk

•

Client and underwriters receive regular reports and
recommendations regarding status and issues

Key Features of
IPI - Assurance
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Key Features of
IPI - Insurance
Construction
All Risk

Third
Party

Latent
Defects

Professional
Cost
Indemnity
Overrun

Key Features of
IPI - Insurance
Third
Party

Construction
All Risk

Latent
Defects

Cost
Overrun

• Covers all on a 1st & 3rd party basis. Exclusions
limited to ‘normal’ insurance terms (war,
ionising radiation etc.)

• Policy covers cost overrun above pain share

(policy excess) with no need for collateral
warranties

Key Features of
IPI - Insurance

• Pre-determined apportionment of the painshare means each party knows its maximum
liability.

• Better than cost neutral, because it includes 12
years’ latent defects cover

• No blame - no need to hide mistakes or failings
even when things go wrong

• No rights of subrogation, and no legal or
forensic costs to fund
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A commercial/legal framework between a client and other
participants
for delivering one or more capital projects, characterised by:

• collective sharing of project risks
• no fault, no blame and no dispute between the alliance
participants

What is
Alliancing
What is Alliancing?

(except in very limited cases of default)

• Payment of the other participants under a three-limb
commercial model

• Reimbursement of direct project costs on 100% open
book basis

• A fee to cover corporate overheads and normal
profit

• A gain share/pain share regime where the

rewards of outstanding performance and the
pain of poor performance are shared equitably
among all alliance participants

• Unanimous principle-based decision-making on all

What is
Alliancing cont…
What is Alliancing
(continued)?

key project issues

• An integrated project team selected on the basis
of best person for each position

Definition taken from the Project Alliancing Practitioners’ Guide
(Victorian Government 2006)

Consolidation of

• leading integration and collaborative working
practices in the UK over the last 25 years
with
• major project alliancing initiatives
has enabled the concepts and processes of the IPI
model to become the first in a new generation of
alliancing: “insurance-backed alliancing” –
because it cost-effectively brings with it
• Independent facilitation and
technical/financial risk assurance
• cost overrun cover, and
• latent defects Insurance.

Insurance –
backed
Alliancing
Insurance-backed
alliancing
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• Alliance can be procured under EU Directive in 6
months

• Phase 1: development of solution to be covered
by IPI

IPI Process

• Phase 2: subject to go-ahead by Alliance Board:
execution up to completion

• Phase 3: work agreed to be carried out after
completion

 “No blame/no claim”; project bank account; “Review
Events”

 Processes unnecessary under an IPI Alliance eliminated

Dudley College: Advance ll further education training facility, including
BIM suites and a hangar for assembly of pre-fabricated units

2014: College identified the “cost certainty” of
IPI enabled them to start the project 4 years
earlier than thought possible
2015: After procurement without challenge, the
new IPI Alliance Contract was signed by Dudley
College and all alliance partners (May)
2016: Phase 1 (pre-construction) completed,
the first IPI policy (with cost overrun cover)
incepted, and Phase 2 (detailed design and
construction) commenced (February)
2017: Phase 2 completed and Latent Defects
insurance for 12 years incepted (September)

Dudley College:
Advance ll further
education training
facility, including
BIM suites and a
hangar for
assembly of prefabricated units
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4 year programme with a consortium of 9 partners (2013 2017)
•

led by Rider Levett Bucknall,

•

Reading University as academic partner

•

Griffiths & Armour as brokers,

in conjunction with pilot IPI projects (i.e. Dudley Advance ll)
Key objectives:
1. update the Integration Toolkit (process/culture/tools)
• for tools like BIM and
• to be inter-active
2. develop, test and refine the Alliance Contract
3. develop, test and refine the Integrated Project
Insurance product

Technology
Strategy Board
(now “IUK”)
“Delivering more for less
under the IPI Model”

1)

Procurement

1)

Commercial Alignment

2)

Phase 1 Pre-construction and IPI policy inception

3)

Phase 2 Detailed design, construction and completion

4)

Phase 3 Post completion services including defects liability and latent defects cover

Review of the successes and challenges of the
five stages at Dudley

EOI, PQQ and ITT stages conducted simultaneously to select all
alliance partners
Architectural
Structural
Services engineering
Constructor
M&E services specialist
Project Coordinator

Procurement
Slide 1 of 3

Undertaking that, if appointed to the alliance, they will
collaborate and together create a solution that is “fit for the
purpose” defined in the strategic brief at an agreed target
cost that is within the overall investment target specified
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ITT stage had three steps:
• Written submissions
• Interviews of shortlist
• Behavioural workshop(s) of best and runner-up alliances

Procurement
Slide 2 of 3

Primary focus on staffing: 2015 Regulations new award
criterion 67(3)
“Organisation, qualification and experience of staff
assigned to performing the contract, where the quality of
the staff assigned can have a significant impact on the
level of performance of the contract”
Scoring regime declared relating to all steps and issues

Award has to be made to the alliance that will offer best
value for money:
“Value for money is a key concept. It means securing the best mix
of quality and effectiveness for the least outlay over the period of
use of the goods or services bought. It is not about minimising
upfront prices. Whether in conventional procurement, market
testing, private finance or some other form of public/private
partnership, finding value for money involves an appropriate
allocation of risk”
Public Procurement Policy (2017) Crown Commercial Services







Procurement
Slide 3 of 3

Dudley College signed the alliance contract with these
partners:
Metz Architects
Pick Everard
Fulcro (project coordinator and services engineering)
Speller Metcalfe
Derry Building Services

 Selection of “best for project” lean team from
resources offered
 Agreement of “alliance principles” (or “charter”)

Commercial
Alignment

 Joint understanding of the operating principles of
the Commercial Model

Some Key Issues

 Audit of each partner’s overheads and profit
percentage (only on staff costs)
 Agreement on the allocation of the overheads
and profit at the end of Phase 1 into the fixed
“ring-fenced sum” thereafter
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 The Advance ll alliance has unequivocally been a success.
 The partners have continued to collaborate and help
each other despite various difficulties and issues
 Their combined expertise and strength has delivered a
project which, in terms of quality, has exceeded the
College’s expectations
 They have generally welcomed the process of design etc
in workshops, rather than in silos, and made progressive
BIM Execution Plans in the no blame/no claim
environment

Commercial
Alignment:
Successes and
challenges

Challenges:

 In its desire to conclude commercial alignment and get
started on Phase 1 the alliance failed to do enough
resource planning and cost forecasting of Phase 1, or
elemental target costing of Phase 2. Monitoring of
progress was therefore a problem

• Collaborative design processes between design
consultants, specialists and constructors
• Level and logistics for BIM, with the consequent
saving of specification writing
• Planning for modularisation, prefabrication and
mechanisation of site installation processes

Phase 1 Preconstruction
Slide 1 of 4

• Optioneering, drawing on the international
expertise of the risk assurers
• Focus on “fitness for the defined purpose” in the
strategic brief, in preference to non-statutory
codes and standards

• Procurement strategies that facilitate appropriately
early responsible engagement with the supply chain
• Cost-planning “top down” against the investment
target, subdividing optimum cost and risk allowances
• Management of decision making through the
evaluation of opportunities and risks

Phase 1 Preconstruction
Slide 2 of 4

Collective decision of Dudley Alliance partners to
create a high performance thermal envelope,
engineered natural ventilation, and active thermal
mass using TABS heating (provided when required by
just 2 domestic boilers)
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Phase 1
Pre-construction

Workshops cannot deliver “best for project” solutions
without presence of relevant suppliers:
• Choices (e.g. steel v concrete structure) must be
made on valid technical information
• Delays so as to conduct “Dutch auctions” do not pay;
suppliers will generally respond positively to
responsible treatment, and only release their best
ideas when on board

Phase 1
Pre-construction
Slide 3 of 4

• Key suppliers should be appointed in Phase 1 with the
particular proviso that Phase 2 goes ahead
• Options under a flexible “supplier alliance
subcontract” include design input in the IPT,
incentives, project bank account; they can even
become an alliance partner

Phase 1 ends when the partners have decided, developed
and documented their proposed solution sufficiently for
them to be able to confirm that it will
 be fit for the defined purpose in the strategic brief
 meet the success criteria, including completion
requirements,
 be delivered at an agreed target cost that is within the
investment target
 be such as to give the partners sufficient confidence to
agree gain/pain share allocations
and for
 the facilitator to confirm to the client and insurers that the
alliance is collaborative
 the risk assurers to confirm to the client and insurers that
the Phase 2 PEP and commercial model make adequate
allowance for all known and foreseeable risks, and
 the insurers to agree to incept the IPI policy.

Phase 1
Pre-construction
Slide 4 of 4
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 “The IPT on Advance ll went much further than most
other construction projects in attempting to implement
BIM Level 2”
BSRIA

 BIM sub-group helped the College prepare detailed
Employer’s Information Requirements

Successes

 There was a single BIM Execution Plan – not separate
pre-contract and post-contract BEPs
 Although not requested, COBie file delivered to the
College as part of educational process
 Product and process innovation generally attempted by
the IPT simultaneously
 Target cost agreed at 6.5% below investment target, and
IPI policy successfully incepted

Potential Outcomes

Insurers’ cap

Investment Benchmark

Waste
Reduction

Alliance Members’ Liability Caps

Insured Cost
Overrun
Painshare up to
policy excess

Opportunity & Risk

Gainshare geared to
Success Criteria

Forecast
Cost

Actual
Cost

Ring-fence Sum

Ring-fence Sum

Ring-fence Sum

Agreed Target Cost

+ve Outcome

-ve Outcome

 Key elements of the PEP not sufficiently developed
 Activities and budgets for the various tasks in the phase
 Cost management procedures and cost and cash-flow
forecasts
 Procurement and contracting strategy
 Identification of suppliers and supplier plan
 Programme showing time and resources required to
achieve completion

Actual
Cost

Challenges
1 of 2

 Project coordination became difficult (at best) in the
absence of good benchmarks
 Consequently too little attention paid to events (e.g. client
changes) affecting time and cost
 Inability to firm up design due to procrastination in
appointing key suppliers
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 More “competitive tension”, therefore, in the agreement of a
viable target cost and programme than would otherwise be
the case
 Resolution of the parameters of the IPI policy caused delays
 Register of opportunities £625k and risks £552k
 Allocations of gain-share/pain-share between the partners
 Transition from maximum pain-share to insurers’ indemnity
modified
 Extra premium sought by insurers (some one-off) for the
unfamiliarity of IPI

Challenges
2 of 2

 “Tame, Messy and Wicked Risk Leadership” by David Hancock
[chair of the Government Construction Board for the Cabinet
Office and Infrastructure and Projects Authority]

identifies the relationship between “dynamic systems
complexity” and “behavioural complexity”.

• Focus is now about efficient delivery against the
PEP
• But still time to improve delivery processes and
creatively address issues that arise

Phase 2
Detailed design
and construction

• Key suppliers are now confirmed unconditionally,
and remainder appointed – creating the
complete IPT
• 3D BIM generates coordinated drawings and
schedules
• Focussed workshops ensure a combination of
BIM and human scrutiny and intervention

Advance ll
one end of the hangar, showing
one of gantry cranes
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 Phase 2 started on 23 February 2016 and
completed on 8 September 2017, ready for start of
the Autumn Term
 This “readiness” was assured by System Operational
Interface testing and building proving in a “dry run”
before use

Successes

 Handover of an operational facility with remarkably
few defects outstanding
 Energy Performance Certificate of A, with a CO2
emission at 72% of the “norm” and a regulated
energy demand at 79% of the “norm”
 Building capable of “free running” for long periods
with no additional heat or cooling required

 Need to remind the team about affordability,
including timely decision-making
 Guarding against the dangers of over-pleasing the
client without also ensuring agreement of the time
and cost consequences: “Review Events”

Challenges
Slide 1 of 2

 Planning
 does not just cover the forward construction
process
 it must also plan backwards from completion
based on “soft landings”, and
 the meeting point is where “dead periods” must be
eliminated by ironing out overlaps
 Opportunities and risks: failure to address both of
these positively results in opportunities passing by
and risks materialising

 The final outcome has not yet been settled
 Review Events have to be settled by the alliance
board (including the College)

Challenges
Slide 2 of 2

 These will allocate
 time to client changes /actions, leaving some time
pain-share with the alliance
 costs likewise, leaving some cost pain-share with
the alliance
 As a result of these experiences some modification
of the formulae in the commercial model relating to
delays have been made for future trial projects
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• Completion must be signed off “fit for the defined
purpose” in the strategic brief by the technical
assurers and the alliance board (including the client)
• Defects then outstanding are listed and have to be
remedied out of a “reserve” held by the alliance

Phase 3
Activities after
completion

• The 12 year “no fault” latent defects section of the
IPI policy is then incepted

 These processes have been successfully carried out
on Advance ll

•
•
•
•
•

•

Procurement of alliances cannot be done by lay staff; it
is for discerning professionals
Design has to be carried out in a planned and actively
managed context
Systems and behavioural dexterity are required to
manage opportunity and risk
Supply chain management requires knowledge of the
practical and inspirational skill
Whether from the project management consultancy or
construction management sources, the “project
coordinator” role requires exceptional skills of
leadership
The alliance manager, the “business manager” of the
alliance, needs the inter-personal skills to have open
access to the commercial issues of each partner and
supplier.

Conclusions for
the future of
Insurance-backed
Alliancing
The successes have been game
changing, but they have
opened up many challenges
The challenges cannot be met
by creating new specialisms;
our existing professionals
(whether consultants,
specialists, constructors or
suppliers) have to heed and
upskill
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